
Netbiter monitors the  
snow load on roofs
Snow scales from roofguards GmbH help prevent flat roofs from 
collapsing due to high snow loads. Netbiter enables the scales 
to issue alarms via SMS and email in case the load exceeds 
the specified limit so that the service company can take action 
immediately.

The German-based company roofguards GmbH provides a smart solution to 
continuously monitor the snow load on buildings such as sports halls or super markets 
which usually have large flat roofs. The development was initiated in 2006 after a 
tragic incident in Bad Reichenhall, Bavaria  where an ice pavilion collapsed due to 
heavy snow loads killing 15 people. 

The problem 
The problem with snow loads has intensified lately as commercial and private 
buildings must comply with requirements to improve thermal insulation. In older 
buildings with less insulation, the snow quickly melted off the roofs, but nowadays 
the snow stays on longer and especially flat constructions are threatened to collapse 
due to heavy snow loads. Not only buildings in traditionally cold areas are threatened 
as the global climate change also requires constructions in flat open countries to be 
monitored.

The solution 
Roofguards developed a solution consisting of a high-precision snow scale and an 
evaluation unit which measures and logs the exact stress on the roof construction. The 
snow scale is connected to a Netbiter WS200 gateway which continuously logs and 
monitors the acquired data from the scale. 

In case the load exceeds a predefined limit, an alarm signal will sound and the 
connected Netbiter WS200 will send a text message to the responsible service staff 
informing them about the alarm level, the actual load per square meter, the location 
of the scale and time of the alarm.  
 

“We get an instant overview of 
all our buildings at a glance. We 
only need to take action when 
necessary which saves money for 
us and our clients.”

Tom Rosshuber
CEO, roofguards GmbH 

Benefits
m	No need to continuously take 

snow samples.

m	Instant access to information 
about loads on  different 
buildings.

m	Possibility to create reports on 
the snow loads.

m	SMS and email alerts if snow 
loads reach critical levels.
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Additionally, an email is sent to the maintenance company 
containing more detailed information about the triggered 
alarm so that immediate actions can be taken. For large 
roof constructions, the measured values from several scales 
can be collected and transferred via one Netbiter gateway. 
The system also continuously logs the exact scale values 
and regularly sends reports to the operator, which is a legal 
requirement.

Saves time and money
Implementing a roofguards scale saves operating costs for 
the building owner and avoids dangerous site inspections of 
the roofs. Different snow layers such as slush, powder snow, 
or ice have completely different densities, which makes it 
impossible to diagnose the snow load visually. 

In order to prevent accidents, roofs have been cleared from 
snow preventatively although the snow load was not as its 
limit at all. In the past, it was also common to take samples 
of the snow layers at regular intervals. This method was 
expensive and inaccurate and could only be conducted by the 
maintenance personnel occasionally.

Netbiter complements the roofguards snow scale
The roofguards system logs important values such as 
temperature, position of the sensor and exact time. Since the 
Netbiter unit can send information via a GSM connection, it is 
possible to monitor buildings also in areas where no Ethernet 
connection is available. 

The system does not only enable monitoring over the 
internet, it is also possible to change the configuration, for 
example if a limit must be changed. This makes the system 
very easy to commission and to maintain, as the whole 
installation is accessible over the internet via a standard 
web browser.  “With the Netbiter solution we get an instant 
overview of all our buildings at a glance. We only need to 
take action when necessary which saves money for us and 
our clients since we no longer need to make unnecessary 
service trips to take samples of the snow layers. The Netbiter 
solution gives us a much better sense of security,” comments 
Tom Rosshuber, CEO at roofguards GmbH.

Several German municipalites already consider publishing 
the acquired data from their roofscales over the web. This 
will increase transparency, provide worried citizens with 
information, and provide a reference value to other building 
owners in the vicinity.
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All relevant 
information is sent 
from the gateway  
to a web interface.

The parameters can be monitored 
in a regular web browser.

A roofguards snowscale and control unit which 
connect to a Netbiter gateway.


